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Vocabulary:
Answer :
1- the new family code in Morocco has introduced new changes. Complete the spider gram
below.

Marriage age raised from 15 to 18

women are equal
.
to men in all rights

Marriage age raised from 15 to 18

Moroccan
Family Code

in case of divorce woman keep
children
and house

Interstices the polygamy
2- Match the definitions on the left with the words on the right.

Answer:
a--------3
b--------6
c--------7
d-------2

e------1
f------8
g----5
h----4

3- complete the sentences, choosing from this box:
Stereotypes
emancipation
polygamy
Self-confidence
family code
humanitarian
a. Negative stereotypes are obstacles that hinder women’s advancement in different domains.
b. Thanks to the new Moroccan family code the status of women has noticeably changed.
c. according to the new ‘ Mudawana’ , polygamy can’t be practised without the first wife’s
approval.
d. All over the world, women have always had a continuous struggle for emancipation .
e .women need to have self-confidence and other social and intellectual abilities.
f. the Read Crescent organisation provides humanitarian aid for people in need, especially
women and children.
4- Add appropriate suffixes to these words and complete the table below.
Ation
Emancipation
Organisation
Globalization
Participation
domination

Ment
requirement
government
improprement
management

Ance/ence
Difference
Ignorance
Conference

Ism
Feminism
critisism

Ity
security
Activity
Inferiority
Responsibility
Unity
quality
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5- complete the following sentences with the appropriate nouns from the table above. (
More than one answer is possible).
a. the fourth world conference about women took place in China in 1955.
b. Within the past two decades, domination has created a great impact on the lives of women
in developing nations.
c. Many human rights associations call for equality between men and women in public and
political life.
d. Women’s illiteracy and ignorance are linked together.
e. In morocco, there are many human rights organisation that combat violence against
women.
f. I can’t imagine why some women feel a complex of equality they are as equal as others.
6- Fill in this table with the appropriate nouns or adjectives.
Nouns
Power
Strength
Ferminism
Pregnancy
Literacy
Law
Existence
Promence
Heroism

Adjectives
Powerful
Strong
Feminist
Pregnant
Literate
Law-abiding
Existent
Prominent
hero

